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About This Game

Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia! is an erotic 2D RPG set in the fictional land of Amerika.

In Drumpf: Rise Up, Libertonia!, you take the mantle of Drumpf; once God-Emperor of the super-continent of Amerika, yet
now downtrodden and deposed by his former compatriots. Once revered as a bastion of freedom and democracy, the super-
continent of Amerika has been corrupted by the Usurpers; dictators who helped overthrow the rightful rulers of the world.

Features

 Your party consists of 4 characters, each with their own unique skills and class.

 Turn-based JRPG combat system.

 Escape from a dangerous prison with the help of The Betrayed Senator, Gurney-san Wasabi!

 Join forces with Maelys Le Plume to rid Déchu of the terrorists plaguing its once-beautiful shores.

 Aid Meow Tse-Tung in liberating Suborno of the Bad Hombres that have damaged the Great Wall of Libertonia!

 A bunch of dungeons and puzzles to explore!
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 Over 40 enemies!

 21 Unique bromides to collect!

 Over 40 piece of armor and weapons.

 Over 20 minutes of original music.
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Things I liked about the game:
+Tutorial is very well done
+Menu is nice
+I like the little highlight when a row\/column is finished
+Some of the final puzzle images are cute (I'm talking about you "Hot coffee" and "Lantern")
+You can play in 2 modes: normal and hard mode
+This game has one of the faster moving arrows when solving picross with keyboard

Some of the things that I didn't like so much:
-Music is annoying and loop rapidly meaning if you play for a long time you just have to disable it (option to do so at least)
-The overall feel of the game is a bit stiff. When you complete a puzzle nothing moves. I though the game has stopped working
the first time. There is no music, stars appear all at once (no animation). I think this could be improved
-No indication of when you are about to lose a star in normal mode (make the timer goes red or something to let user know he is
about to lose a star)
-Some of the puzzle don't have pleasing color (hello 'fire hydrant" !) I think the color might be too saturated. Try to use color
not just based on whiter\/blacker tint of the original color (red in this case) or ask someone with color theory to review the art
maybe? Its more fun to discover beautiful image than meh image.
-Only one puzzle is unlock at a time (I like to have freedom to choose at least from a few in the same category)
-After a puzzle is completed you don't see your best time
-After a puzzle is completed you don't see the title
-Changing category is slow (maybe add an option to make it faster?)
-Game should not ask to save puzzle when there is no painted, 'x' tiles! There is no option to tell the game not to save an empty
grid at the moment
-Painted tile is animated, 'x' tile is stiff (no animation) either animate both or neither
-No achievements
-No undo\/redo button in normal mode
-No workshop
-Price is high compared to other picross game for what it offers

I can't currently recommend this game. I might change my review if dev are not dead and decide to improve the game a bit
more.. Updated review :)

As a complete noob on atc games I enjoy the game so far, but expect more out of it in updates. Its not finished and should have
been a beta. Its much too pricy in its current form. It contains a lot of buggy planes after a time, which cant be given commands.

Things I expect in the future for starters:
-Talk, both from my commands and from the pilots. Talk should be by voice actors and not computerized, it sounds awful.
-Choice of different cameras and angles, better zoom on the camera and a free roaming camera.
-More airports and planes.
-A game manual. Tips and tricks for newbies.
-Maps over the runways and more choices in commands. I dont understand if there is a way to guide the planes were I want
them to taxi, instead of them choosing there own routes.

Overall, the game has potential, and I really have high hopes on the developers as they have done a fairly good job with the
predecessor games in 2d as I understand it.. it´s great. Adds more content to an already great game. People are complaining
about the price but I had no issue with it, there's so little good turn-based stuff these days and I'm more than happy to support
this effort at bringing the Battletech world to life.. It's so offputting, terrible, annoying and in low resolution. Critical Mass is a
match-4 game played on a rubiks-like cube with a few different modes that try to do something new with this particular type of
puzzle but ultimately don't end up adding much to the game. My main beef with it is that offline mode is severely
crippled--since most of the gameplay is point-based and matched up with worldwide online leaderboards, playing offline limits
you to about two different play modes. This seems pretty unneccessary--why not just focus on personal scores and times
instead? It's especially annoying for people like me who are on a metered connection and play offline frequently to avoid
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overage charges. Even more annoying (for achievement hunters, of which I am one) is that several of the achievements are
effectively broken, since they require the player to, among other things, reach #1 in the online leaderboards. My other favorite
one is subtitled "Play for 100 hours." ...No thanks.

There are a few other little annoyances which I would be willing to overlook if the rest of the game were salavageable, but in
this case just made me dislike the game more. The music track is a simple loop, very short, that you'll need to turn off after a
few minutes to avoid going insane. I did like the game's namesake mechanic in which you're required to clear blocks before the
cube becomes too heavy for the screen and reaches "critical mass." It's basically a time limit for each level, but it kept me
playing the game a little bit longer than I would have otherwise.

I guess if you're not much of an achievement hunter (that one really killed it for me), and aren't on a metered connection or
simply don't mind staying online all the time, and you're looking for a simple puzzle game to kill some time with, you would
probably find Critical Mass enjoyable, but I feel like there are so many other games that have done this one better that you'd be
better off choosing something else.. Wow I got stuck after like 10 minutes of playing.
The narration is really weird, why do I need to know that he's using a lot of soap? I mean I use it a lot but I wouldn't put that
information like "I've got an itch in my anal colon" on like a public place, thats♥♥♥♥♥♥s personal, man.

I died like 5 minutes after watching the most slow idiot washing his diches and I had to do all that♥♥♥♥♥♥over again, I mean
if I wanted to clean a drunk guy's house I would just be cleaning my own place. Ressourceless island, almost no mines, no oil, no
good farming conditions.

The supercomputer doesn't bring that much research point in the end. You'll just have to spam observatories and win.

Alternatively, i completed the mission in a few dozen minutes by stealing Peace Atoms to jump in Modern Time, then shortly
again won Future Materials which... succeded the mission.

Doenst worth it.
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Better than Project Cars overall. Graphics and sounds are 10 years old, of course. But it's the kind of game that will grow on
you. And there are literaly hundreds of great mods around. Try HistorX for starts. Then everything CTDP and Virtua_LM did.
Then everything else. You'll sure find something to love. Amazing how a game this old can still be so damn great.. Good stuff!.
PLEASE REMOVE THE 99,999 KO ACHIEVEMENT IM BEING HELD HOSTAGE UNTIL I COMPLETE IT.. There cums
a time in a man's life when he has to explain to his kids how a baby is conceived. This game is how I will do it. *Warning: This
is clearly viewbaiting... or visual masturbation... possibly, a bit of review coagulation. Whatever floats your boat.*

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_IIJfovBv0. This game BLOWS!. very good game, with two seperate types of gameplay.
The neat thing is though, at the start of each playthrough you get to set your own objectives from a list. The game ends when
you meet the objectives, so you can design your own level of difficulty.

In the base-building section you construct buildings. You have to worry about production, adjacency bonuses, and the balance
between teching up and using what you have to produce items useful in the short term. Fun and interesting system with a couple
little quirks, what gives it replayability is that you pick a crew of 3 people from a list of 20ish, and each has a special bonus. a
number of the bonuses give a different room type which changes up optimal layouts, and presents interesting new design
choices.

In the exploration\/combat portion of the game you move around and fight hostile aliens. The system uses action points. Moving
a square, attacking, and using a skill all simply cost 1 AP (although one or two skills cost 2 AP). The interesting wrinkle here is
that you regenerate AP equal to your leftover AP from last turn (minimum 1) For example a starting character has a standard 5
AP. He can use two, and then refill to full. if he has to do something important he can use 3 (down to 2), and then refill back to
4. from there it is easy for him to just take one the next turn, or keep using 2 a turn at 4 instead of 5, so that first extra was just
kinda borrowing. if something really bad happens and you need to use all 5, then you end up spending 3 turns recovering before
you can do anything. Lord help you if something else attacks you while you recover.

The tutorial doesn't cover enough (you level up by clicking the character's empty skill slot), the game sometimes crashes when
loading a mission, I ran out of objectives to complete before I unlocked all the characters, and there are still a couple little typos,
but overall I highly recomend this game. Tried to play this game several months ago and had issues with the client. Tried again
today and it looks like nothing has changed, the client is unusable, half the time it never loads and the other half of the time it
crashes as soon as I try and do anything. The game might be fun to play, but no one on steam has any idea, please fix.. Amazing
thank you for making this game
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